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Abstrat
We investigate the possibility of generating sizeable dipole radiations in relativisti
theories of gravity. Optimal parameters to observe their eets through the orbital pe-
riod deay of binary star systems are disussed. Constraints on gravitational ouplings
beyond general relativity are derived.
1 Introdution
General relativity predits dominant quadrupole gravitational radiations. However, alter-
natives to Einstein's theory atually extend the onept of gravitational harge beyond the
mass, leading, in priniple, to dipole radiations.
In this paper, we wish to investigate the possibility of generating sizeable dipole radia-
tions, in the framework of two minimal, but oneptually important, extensions of general
relativity. First, we emphasize that a violation of the equivalene priniple provides us with
a rather powerful indiator for gravitational dipole radiations. In setion 3, we ontemplate
the dominane of dipole radiations in the Brans-Dike salar-tensor theory where the addi-
tional gravitational harge is related to the gravitational binding energy of ompat bodies.
Setion 4 is devoted to a Kaluza-inspired vetor-tensor theory where the new gravitational
harge is proportional to the extra dimensional veloity. In the last setion, we onsider
binary pulsars as indiret searhing tools for gravitational dipole radiations. Monitoring
the orbital period derease rate of binary systems leads to limits on either the salar or
vetor harges involved. In partiular, we advoate realisti tight onstraints through the
analysis of existing neutron star - white dwarf binary pulsars. The resulting bounds on a
salar gravitational oupling might atually ompete with the expeted level of preision
of future satellite experiments dediated to probing this oupling.
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2 Gravitational harges and the equivalene priniple
In eletromagnetism, the lassial Larmor result [1, 2℄ for the dipole radiation rate due to
yli motions is given by
−dE
dt
=
1
6πc3
D¨iD¨i , (1)
withDi =
∑
a qar
i
a, the dipole moment of the soure and q, the eletri harge. In Einstein's
tensor theory, the analogous gravitational harge is the mass m itself. Consequently, the
onservation of momentum in the non-relativisti limit implies that dipole radiations are
forbidden in general relativity and the v2/c2-suppressed quadrupole radiations dominate,
v being the average veloity in the (binary) system under srutiny. The possibility to
generate dipole radiations in relativisti theories of gravity beyond general relativity is
therefore hallenging from a phenomenologial point of view.
An intuitive way to ensure suh a dipole radiation is to immerse Einstein's theory of
gravity in a ve dimensional spaetime
1
: a projetion of the quadrupole motion on our
4-dimensional spaetime orresponds then to a dipole one (see Fig.1).
x i
x5
Figure 1: Dipole as projetion of extra dimensional quadrupole.
Indeed, the ation for the geodesi motion of a test partile in ve dimensions,
S = −c
∫
mds(5) , (2)
redues to
S ≃ −
∫
{mc+ (mu
5
c
)uµg5µ} ds (3)
in the weak eld approximation, if ds = cdτ is the 4-dimensional innitesimal length
(uµ = dxµ/dτ and u5 = dx5/dτ) and for u5 < c. The seond term in this ation orresponds
to a vetor gravitational interation similar to eletromagnetism. The appearane of a
seond gravitational harge (mu5/c) assoiated with the 4-dimensional vetor eld g5µ(~x, t)
irumvents the momentum onservation law. It allows for dipole radiations if partiles
1
Our onvention for the metri signature is as follows: (+,−,−,−...).
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propagate in extra dimensions with onstant intrinsi veloities. Suh a possibility will be
onsidered in details in setion 4. For the time being, we simply notie that the redued
ation implies the following equations of motion
mu˙α +mΓαµνu
µuν ≃ c2(mu
5
c
) (g ρ,α5 − g α,ρ5 )
uρ
c
. (4)
Consequently, the aeleration of a body in a freely falling frame is non zero sine we obtain
~a− ~g ≃ −c2(v
5
c
)~∇g50 , (5)
in the non-relativisti limit. The right-hand side term being of gravitational nature, we
fae here a violation of the equivalene priniple, i.e., a violation of the universality of free
fall. We therefore have established a onnetion between the existene of dipole radiations
and the violation of the equivalene priniple, thus generalizing a onjeture made in [3℄.
Let us take advantage of this link to single out another lass of relevant metri theories,
in whih the mass of partiles would expliitly depend on an additional salar gravitational
eld φ:
S = −c
∫
m(φ) ds . (6)
In the weak eld approximation, this ation for matter partiles beomes
S ≃ −c
∫
{m+ (ms)φ} ds , (7)
with s = (d lnm/dφ)|0, and the inferred equations of motion are
mu˙α +mΓαµνu
µuν ≃ c2(ms)φ,µ(gµα − uµuα/c2) . (8)
In the non-relativisti limit,
~a− ~g ≃ −c2s~∇φ , (9)
and, one again, the existene of the seond gravitational harge (ms) implies both a
violation of the equivalene priniple (see Eq.(9)) and dipole radiations (see Eq.(7)).
Additional salar and vetor gravitational elds seem to be unavoidable in quantum
uniations of the four known fundamental interations. In the next two setions, we will
fous on popular prototypes of salar-tensor and vetor-tensor models of gravity resulting
from String Theory and Supergravity, respetively.
3 Brans-Dike theories
The Brans-Dike theory [4℄ is the minimal extension of general relativity inluding a seond
gravitational eld. It is however already sophistiated enough, as we indiated in the
3
previous setion, to enounter an equivalene priniple violation and to allow for large
dipole radiations.
3.1 Salar-tensor theory for ompat bodies
In the ontext of salar-tensor theories, the mass of extended bodies will naturally depend
on the salar eld's bakground value. Indeed, onsidering a freely falling frame (hene
swithing o the metri eld), the salar interation survives. The internal struture of a
body depends on it, and therefore its overall mass too. As proposed by Eardley [5℄, we will
treat a ompat (i.e. self-gravitating) body in this framework as being poinlike, though
with an expliit salar dependene in its mass. The orresponding ation (inluding now
dynamis for the gravitational elds) of Brans-Dike theory reads
Sbd = − c
3
16π
∫ √
gd4x
(
ΦR− ω
Φ
Φ,αΦ,α
)
− c
∫
m(Φ) ds , (10)
where g is the absolute value of the determinant of the metri gµν , Φ is the massless
salar eld and ω, a dimensionless parameter. We are however only interested here in the
linearized version of this ation. The onstant Φ0 standing for the osmologial bakground
value of the salar eld, let us dene the metri and salar perturbations as follows:
gµν = ηµν +
√
2cκ′(hµν − αηµνϕ)
Φ
Φ0
= 1 + α
√
2cκ′ϕ . (11)
The deoupling and anonial normalization
2
of the orresponding kineti terms in the
resulting theory,
Sgrav(bd) =
∫
d4x
[(
1
4
∂µh
αβ∂µhαβ − 1
4
∂µh∂
µh+
1
2
∂µh∂νhµν − 1
2
∂νh
µν∂ρhµρ
)
+
(
1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ
)]
, (12)
are implemented for κ′ ≡ 8πG′/c4, (G′ ≡ 1/Φ0 being the bare tensor oupling onstant)
and
α2 =
1
2ω + 3
. (13)
With suh a normalization, the tensor and salar propagators are given by
Gµν,αβ(q) =
ηµαηνβ + ηµβηνα − ηµνηαβ
q2 + iε
(14)
2
Notie that the somewhat unusual additional
√
c fator in the normalization of the gravitational elds
allows us to transfer the whole dependene on the light veloity into the ouplings. The 1/c ounting will
then be obvious when evaluating the intensity of radiation.
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and
∆F (q) =
1
q2 + iε
, (15)
respetively, for a transfer momentum q. Notie that the tensor propagator is the same as
in general relativity.
The linearized ation for matter (assuming non-relativisti motion) gives the following
interation terms:
Sint(bd) = −
√
κ′
2c
∫
d4x [hµνTµν − αϕT (1− 2s)] , (16)
where T µν = ρ vµvν (ρ ≡ mδ3(~x − ~x(t))) is the non-relativisti expression of the energy-
momentum tensor for ordinary matter and T = ρc2, its trae. The onstant α is identied
with the salar oupling to matter and, onsequently, we reover general relativity in the
limit ω →∞ (see Eq.(13)). The new gravitational harge s is the sensitivity of the variable
mass with respet to the salar eld:
s ≡ ∂ lnm
∂ ln Φ |Φ0
. (17)
3.2 Strong equivalene priniple violation
The eetive gravitational oupling G12 between two ompat bodies (labeled by 1 and 2)
here follows from the virtual exhange of a tensor (T ) and a salar (S) gravitational elds.
In the non-relativisti limit, the interation potential is given by the sattering amplitude
M ≡ MT +MS of the two partiles. In the limit of stati bodies (T µν ≡ ρc2δµ0δν0), we
get from Eqs.(14-16),
M = N c4 [1 + α2(1− 2s1)(1− 2s2)]G′m1m2−~q2 , (18)
where N is a standard normalization fator, and ~q, the spatial omponent of the transfer
momentum. The orresponding interation potential is therefore the Newton potential
with
G12 =
[
1 + α2(1− 2s1)(1− 2s2)
]
G′ . (19)
In the ase of test partiles, this eetive oupling onstant redues to
G = (1 + α2)G′ , (20)
whih denes the universal Newton oupling onstant G in terms of the bare oupling G′.
This relation allows us to interpret the harge s as the ratio of the internal gravitational
5
binding energy Ωgr of the body to its mass m:
s = −∂ lnm
∂ lnG
=
|Ωgr|
mc2
. (21)
Before takling the issue of dipole radiations, we would like to emphasize that, here we
have in fat a violation of the strong equivalene priniple, i.e., the violation of the universal
geodesi motion for self-gravitating bodies only. Indeed, the free fall of a ompat body
towards a non ompat soure (s1 = 0) is slowed down proportionally to its own sensitivity
(s2): from Eqs.(19) and (20), we obtain
G12 = (1− ξs2)G , (22)
with
ξ =
2α2
(1 + α2)
, (23)
the eetive salar oupling responsible for what is alled the Nordtvedt eet [6, 3℄. This
eet, anomalous with respet to general relativity, is responsible for a polarization towards
the Sun of the Moon's orbit around the Earth. The Lunar Laser Ranging experiment,
monitoring the motion of the Moon with an impressive urrent preision of the order of
one entimeter, puts a tight bound on the amplitude of suh a polarization. Working in
the restritive limit of the Brans-Dike theory, this amounts to onstraining the eetive
salar oupling to extremely small values [7℄:
ξ ≤ 6 10−4 . (24)
3.3 Salar dipole
As already notied in the rst paragraph of this setion, (see Eq.(16)), the soure of the
salar eld is m(1− 2s) rather than the mass m itself. Consequently, monopole radiations
are still forbidden, but dipole ones (indued by the harge s) will appear in the same
way as in eletromagnetism. Let us therefore make the identiation of the salar Brans-
Dike interation proportional to the sensitivity s with the vetor interation present in
the Maxwell ation
Sem =
∫
d4x
[
−1
4
FµνF
µν − 1
c3/2
Aµj
µ
]
, (25)
where jµ = qδ3(~x− ~x(t)) vµ. If we perform the substitution
qa
ma
=
√
16πG′ αsa (26)
6
in our basi Eq.(1), taking into aount a polarization orretion fator 1/2 when identifying
Aµv
µ/c with ϕ, we readily obtain the salar dipole radiation rate
−dE
dip
S
dt
=
2
3
ξ
G
c3
D¨i(s)D¨
i
(s) , (27)
with Di(s) ≡
∫
d3~x′ ρs x′i. This is preisely the result of the more standard proedure of
developping the radiative solution for ϕ in multipole moments. In the partiular ase of a
binary soure in Keplerian motion, the dipole moment is given by
~D(s) = m1s1~r1+m2s2~r2
and we get, to rst signiant order in the salar oupling ξ , the average rate
1
T
∫ T
0
(
−dE
dip
S
dt
)
dt ≡
〈
−dE
dip
S
dt
〉
K
=
2
3
ξ
G3
c3
µ2M2
a4
(s1 − s2)2 g(e) , (28)
with µ and M , the redued and total masses respetively, and a, the semi major axis of
the lassial orbit. The enhanement fator g(e) =
(
1 + e2/2
)
/
(
1− e2)5/2 is a funtion of
the orbital eentriity e.
The seond kind of emission
3
oming out in the ontext of these theories is the standard
quadrupole tensor radiation [2, 8, 9℄ of general relativity (with again G′ substituted for G):
−dE
quad
T
dt
=
G′
5c5
...
D
ij ...
Dij , (29)
with Dij ≡ ∫ d3~x′ ρ (x′ix′j − 13δijr′2). The Keplerian motion of a two-body system leads
to
4
the average rate
〈
−dE
quad
T
dt
〉
K
=
32
5
G4
c5
µ2M3
a5
f(e) , (30)
with the enhanement fator f(e) =
(
1 + 73/24e2 + 37/96e4
)
/
(
1− e2)7/2.
As already emphasized, dipole radiations (of order O(1/c3)) ould a priori dominate
quadrupole ones (of order O(1/c5)). But, before disussing phenomenologial impliations,
let us turn our attention to the other previously mentioned theoretial frame where dipole
radiations are also expeted.
4 Kaluza theories
We have onsidered the possibility of dipole radiations arising from the oupling of a salar
gravitational eld to the sensitivity of ompat systems. Could this radiation rather ome
from the oupling of a vetor eld of gravitation to an extra dimensional veloity, as already
suggested in setion 2 ?
3
We will neglet the salar quadrupole (as well as a salar monopole not even enountered by our
linearized theory) as it would be of order O(ξ/c5), hene negligible ompared to the tensor quadrupole, of
order O(1/c5).
4
Here G′ and G12 are set equal to G. One more, this orresponds to negleting small orretions of
order O(ξ/c5).
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In 1921, Kaluza [10℄ introdued for the rst time the seminal onept of extra di-
mensions in a superb attempt to unify gravitation and eletromagnetism. In this theory,
lassial matter partiles are allowed to propagate in a 5-dimensional spaetime and the
momentum (mv5) in the fth diretion is interpreted in terms of the eletri harge (q)
q
m
=
√
16πG(
v5
c
) . (31)
However, this identiation onstrains the eletri harge q to irrationally small values for
elementary partiles, whih led to abandon temporarily the onept of extra dimensional
spaetime. Here, we would like to preserve the gravitational nature of the indued ve-
tor interation and to analyze the observable onsequenes of the assoiated harge for
marosopi phenomena.
4.1 Gravity in 4 + δ dimensions
The Einstein theory in 4 + δ dimensions is given by the ation
S(4+δ) = −
1
2cκ(4+δ)
∫
d(4+δ)x
√
gˆRˆ+
∫
d(4+δ)x
√
gˆLmat (Ψ, gˆMN ) , (32)
where κ(4+δ) ≡ 8πG(4+δ)/c4. Here, G(4+δ) stands for the (4 + δ)-dimensional oupling
onstant and gˆMN is the metri of the (4 + δ)-dimensional spaetime
5
. If one denes the
metri perturbation as gˆMN = ηMN +
√
2cκ(4+δ)hˆMN , the orresponding linearized theory
(whih is the one of interest) reads
Squad(4+δ) =
∫
d(4+δ)x
[(
1
4
∂M hˆ
AB∂M hˆAB − 1
4
∂M hˆ∂
M hˆ+
1
2
∂M hˆ∂N hˆMN
−1
2
∂N hˆ
MN∂RhˆMR
)
−
√
κ(4+δ)
2c
hˆMNTMN
]
, (33)
where TMN is the stress tensor for ordinary matter. For simpliity, we will assume that the
extra dimensions are ompatied. The ompatiation on a torus (with idential radii R)
implies that eah eld will deompose into modes hˆ
(~n)
MN (x
µ). Only modes with the same ~n
will ouple to eah other. Consequently, the integration over the δ extra dimensions in the
ation simply leads to a volume fator V δ whih will renormalize the gravitational onstant
when going from 4+δ to 4 dimensions: G4 ≡ G4+δ/V δ . The struture of the 4-dimensional
interation (elds and ouplings) may be derived through the following metri redution
[11℄:
ηMN +
√
2cκ(4+δ)hˆMN = ηMN +
√
2cκ4
[
hµν − αηµνϕ Aµn
Amν −2αϕmn
]
, (34)
5
Throughout this artile, we will stik to the following indies onventions: apital indies run over all
dimensions (0 ≤ M,N... ≤ 4 + δ), greek indies over the usual spaetime dimensions (0 ≤ µ, ν... ≤ 3),
latin ij-indies run over the usual spatial dimensions (1 ≤ i, j... ≤ 3), while latin mn-indies run over extra
dimensions only (4 ≤ m,n... ≤ 4 + δ).
8
where κ4 is the 4-dimensional oupling. The salar ϕ = δ
mnϕmn is the trae of the δ(δ+1)/2
4-dimensional salar elds, Aµn are δ vetor elds. The parameter α is again introdued to
normalize the kineti term for the salar ϕ. This proess of metri redution is rather long
and awkward, as one has to operate intriate eld redenitions before orretly identifying
~n = 0 modes with massless mediators and ~n 6= 0 modes with innite (Kaluza-Klein) towers
of massive mediators of the interation.
However, one may nd out the eld ontent (with orret ouplings) muh more easily
via a propagator redution. Let us rst onsider how the (4 + δ)-interation is mediated
and deompose the propagator in a seond step. In 4 + δ dimensions, there is only one
graviton. From Eq.(33), it is straightforward to dene its propagator as
GMN,AB(q) =
ηMAηNB + ηMBηNA − 22+δηMNηAB
q2(4+δ) + iε
, (35)
where q(4+δ) is the momentum transfer in 4+δ dimensions. In order to understand the ou-
plings to the 4-dimensional matter partiles, we may one again onsider the sattering of
two partiles by the gravitational interation. For matter propagating in our 4-dimensional
world, the orresponding amplitude reads
M = N
∑
q(4+δ)
1
V δ
G(4+δ) T
(1)
µν G
µν,αβ(q)T
(2)
αβ
= N
∑
q(4+δ)
G4 T
(1)
µν G
µν,αβ(q)T
(2)
αβ , (36)
with q4, a given transfer momentum. From ompatiation, we know that eah mode
is assoiated with a mass: q2(4+δ) = q
2
4 − m2nc2, where mnc = |~n|R . The total sattering
amplitude splits then into one massless and massive terms,
M =MST0 +
∑
n
MSTn , (37)
eah of them orresponding to the interation between matter elds through the propaga-
tion of massless or massive gravitational mediators, respetively.
Negleting for a while the massive states, we may deompose the original propagator
into massless tensor and salar propagators in 4 dimensions, with xed relative ouplings:
MST0 = N
(
1
q24 + iε
)
G4 T
(1)
µν
(
ηµαηνβ + ηµβηνα − 2
2 + δ
ηµνηαβ
)
T
(2)
αβ
= N
(
G4 T
(1)
µν
ηµαηνβ + ηµβηνα − ηµνηαβ
q24 + iε
T
(2)
αβ
+
[
δ
δ + 2
G4
]
T (1)
1
q24 + iε
T (2)
)
. (38)
The orresponding eetive ation for gravitation in 4 dimensions is given by
SST0 = S
T
0 + S
S
0 , (39)
9
where the tensor part ST0 is
ST0 =
∫
d4x
[(
1
4
∂µh
αβ∂µhαβ − 1
4
∂µh∂
µh+
1
2
∂µh∂νhµν − 1
2
∂νh
µν∂ρhµρ
)
−
√
κ4
2c
hµνT
µν
]
, (40)
and the salar one SS0 reads
SS0 =
∫
d4x
[(
1
2
∂µϕ∂
µϕ
)
+
√
κ4
2c
√
δ
δ + 2
ϕT
]
. (41)
These are preisely the results obtained through the usual metri redution. They or-
respond to the linearized version of a Brans-Dike salar-tensor theory with strong salar
oupling,
α2 =
δ
δ + 2
≥ 1
3
, (42)
if G4 = G
′
(see Eq.(16) in the limit of test bodies (s = 0)).
The massive modes
6
are supposed to be heavy enough to ensure that the orresponding
Yukawa ontributions do not interfere with the experimentally veried 1/r law, above one
millimiter. However, the resulting salar-tensor theory is totally exluded by solar system
observations. In fat, the well-known deetion of star light by the Sun is suient to
rule out a strong salar oupling. Indeed, the light bending by a heavy body is given
by the sattering amplitude of a photon and a massive salar, through the exhange of
gravitational elds. The traelessness of the photoni energy-momentum tensor (T (γ) =
0) prevents from any oupling to the massless eld ϕ (see Eq.(38)). Consequently, the
predited deetion angle ΘST is equal to the angle ΘGR of general relativity, up to a
sizeable resaling of the eetive oupling onstant (see Eq.(20)):
ΘST =
G′
G
ΘGR =
1
1 + α2
ΘGR ≤ 3
4
ΘGR . (43)
So, we have to invoke some mehanism by whih the salar ϕ also aquires a mass and
deouples [13℄. This amounts to sending the salar oupling α to zero, providing therefore
an obviously viable model.
Suh models with gravity propagating in a (4 + δ)-dimensional bulk and ordinary
6
For these modes, the propagator redution method leads to:
∑
~n
M~n = N
(∑
~n
1
q24 −m2nc2 + iε
)
G4 T
(1)
µν
(
ηµαηνβ + ηµβηνα − 2
2 + δ
ηµνηαβ
)
T
(2)
αβ
= N
[∑
~n
G4 T
(1)
µν
ηµαηνβ + ηµβηνα − 2
3
ηµνηαβ
q24 −m2nc2 + iε
T
(2)
αβ +
∑
~n
[
β2G4
]
T (1)
1
q24 −m2nc2 + iε
T (2)
]
,
with β2 = (2/3) [(δ − 1)/(δ + 2)]. The orresponding 4-dimensional theory [11, 12℄ enounters one massive
graviton (whose tensor struture is known to be slightly dierent from the massless ase given in Eq.(14))
and one massive salar for eah mode ~n.
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matter onned on our 4-dimensional brane world have reently been introdued to solve
the hierarhy problem of elementary partile physis [14, 11, 12℄. In the original models,
the δ extra dimensions are ompatied, as we have hosen to do it here. Experimental
onstraints still allow these dimensions to be large, as long as they are smaller than one
millimiter (see [14℄ and referenes therein).
Bak to our onern, looking for potential soures of dipole radiations, we abandon the
so-alled Large Extra Dimensional framework and allow for matter partiles themselves to
propagate also in the extra dimensions. Treating the extra dimensional veloity as a new
gravitational harge (see Eq.(3)), we wonder whether its existene may lead to observable
onsequenes in terms of dipole radiations.
4.2 Equivalene priniple violation
For simpliity, we onne the motion of bodies to one extra diretion, say x5. The unique
vetor interation (V ) easily omes out from the propagator redution when onsidering
one more the dominant sattering amplitude for two partiles (1 and 2). Thanks to the
extra dimensional oupling, this massless amplitude now reads
M0 =MT0 +MV0 (44)
where MT0 is the tensor part ofMST0 given in Eq.(38), and
MV0 = N 4GT (1)µi
ηµαηij + ηµjηαi − 22+δηµiηαj
q24 + iε
T
(2)
αj
= N c2 4Gj(1)(v)µ
−ηµα
q24 + iε
j
(2)
(v)α , (45)
where jµ(v) = (ρv
5/c) vµ denes the vetor urrent7 . In the non-relativisti limit, and
onsidering stati soures (T µν ≡ ρc2δµ0δν0), the sattering amplitude is then given by
M0 = N c4G(1− 4v
5
1v
5
2
c2
)
m1m2
−~q2 . (46)
It orresponds to a Newtonian interation, with a renormalized gravitational onstant
G12 ≡ G(1− 4v
5
1v
5
2
c2
) . (47)
This is the mathematial expression of the equivalene priniple violation in extra dimen-
sional (vetor-tensor) theories. Notie here some fundamental dierenes with the ase of
the Brans-Dike (salar-tensor) theory. On one hand, we have no lue of how the extra
dimensional harge (v5/c) may a priori be linked to the nature of the body onsidered. In
partiular, there is no reason whatsoever to fous on ompat bodies only. Eötvös-type
experiments should also be onsidered in this ontext. They ould tightly onstrain the
7
The onservation of this urrent readily follows from the linearized onservation equations in 4 + δ
dimensions (TMN,N = 0), after integration over the whole ompatied extra dimensional volume.
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extra dimensional (vetor) harge [15℄ of laboratory-size objets. On the other hand, just
as in the ase of the strong equivalene priniple violation in the Brans-Dike theory, an
anomalous aeleration is also expeted for planetary-size bodies, though with two major
oneptual dierenes. First, the two bodies (1 and 2) onsidered in this ase need now
to be harged (see Eq.(47)). And seondly, the additional interation being of vetor na-
ture, this anomalous motion may either be slowed down or aelerated. On the ontrary,
the analytial expressions for salar and vetor dipole radiation rates turn out to be very
similar.
4.3 Vetor dipole
The eetive vetor-tensor ation orresponding to the propagator redution given in
Eq.(45) reads
SV T0 = S
T
0 + S
V
0 , (48)
with
SV0 =
∫
d4x
[
−
(
1
4
FµνF
µν
)
− 1
c3/2
√
16πGAµj
µ
(v)
]
. (49)
Consequently, the dipole formula readily omes out from the identiation of the extra
dimensional veloity with the eletromagneti harge (see Eq.(31)) in our basi Eq.(1).
The vetor dipole radiation rate therefore reads
−dE
dip
V
dt
=
8
3
G
c3
D¨i(v)D¨
i
(v) , (50)
where the dipole moment is now Di ≡ ∫ d3x (ρv5/c)xi. To rst signiant order in the
veloities (G12 → G), the vetor dipole radiations due to a Keplerian motion of a binary
system is therefore given by
〈
−dE
dip
V
dt
〉
K
=
8
3
G3
c3
µ2M2
a4
(
v51
c
− v
5
2
c
)2
g(e) , (51)
where g(e) is the enhanement fator already dened for the salar dipole (see Eq.(28)).
5 Constraints from binary pulsars
Binary pulsars are ideal laboratories for testing relativisti gravity, thanks to the extreme
preision of their radio pulse. The most famous among them is the double neutron star
system PSRB1913 + 16, disovered by Hulse and Taylor in 1974. The analysis of radio
pulse arrival times provides us with a measurement of the derease rate of the system's
orbital period, in agreement with the general relativity predition for gravitational radia-
tions to within 0.4% [16℄. Until now, the PSRB1534 + 12 is the seond and last example
of a double neutron star system for whih the measurement of the orbital period derease
12
rate was found [17℄ to be in agreement with general relativity, though with a less impres-
sive preision
8
of about 15%. However, in the last few years, there have been numerous
disoveries [19, 20, 21℄ of neutron star - white dwarf systems. Notie that the birth rate
of these binaries is, aording to the most reent models, at least as high as for double
neutron star binaries. Prospets for relativisti parameter measurements in these systems,
inluding orbital deay, are very enouraging, partiularly in the ase of PSRJ1141−6545
onsidered here below.
Before oming up with more phenomenologial onsiderations, we wish here to put
forward the optimal onditions on the system's parameters under whih gravitational dipole
radiations dominate. The salar (or vetor) to tensor ratio of energy losses turns out
to be simply expressed in terms of the model-dependent gravitational harges, and of
the observable eentriity and periastron shift (the latter inluding in fat the standard
v2/c2-quadrupole suppression fator). From an astrophysial point of view, it is more
onvenient to introdue the orresponding ratio of the orbital period derease rates indued
by gravitational radiations. In the Keplerian approximation, these ratios are idential. For
Brans-Dike theories, Eqs.(30) and (28), lead, to rst order in ξ, to
〈
T˙ ST
T˙RG
〉
K
=
〈
E˙ST
E˙RG
〉
K
= 1 +
5π
8
ξ (s1 − s2)2
(
h(e)
∆ω
)
, (52)
while for Kaluza-inspired theories, Eqs.(30) and (51), lead, to rst order in the vetor
harges, to
〈
T˙ V T
T˙RG
〉
K
=
〈
E˙V T
E˙RG
〉
K
= 1 +
5π
2
(
v51
c
− v
5
2
c
)2(
h(e)
∆ω
)
. (53)
The parameter
∆ω =
6πGM
ac2(1− e2) (54)
stands for the general relativisti periastron preession in radians per revolution, while
h(e) ≡ 1 + e
2/2
1 + 73/24e2 + 37/96e4
(55)
is the redution fator for eentri orbits. The ruial parameter is therefore h(e)/∆ω: the
more irular (h(e)→ 1) and the less relativisti the orbit (∆ω → 0), the more important
the dipole radiations (relative to the quadrupole ones). However, for maximum eentriity
(e = 1), the redution fator h(e) is roughly 1/3 suh that its impat on the question of
dipole dominane is not dramati. On the other hand, too small a relativisti preession
8
More reently, a new test of relativisti gravity was ahieved [18℄ in the losest and brightest of the
known binary pulsars in our galaxy, the neutron star - white dwarf PSRJ0437 − 4715. However, this
test is not provided by the analysis of radiation eets, but through the measurement of the (range and
shape of) time delay undergone by radio pulses periodially passing lose to the ompanion star. A similar
measurement has also been ahieved for PSRB1534+12 leading to test the theory to within 1% [17℄, that
is, a far better preision than what orbital deay analysis provides.
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would orrespond to a vanishing and therefore unobservable orbital deay. For further
referene, the high eentriity (e ≃ 0.62) and relatively large periastron angular shift
(∆ω ≃ 6.5 10−5 or ω˙ ≃ 4.2 ◦yr−1) of PSRB1913 + 16 [16℄ are not onsidered as optimal
parameters for dipole dominane.
Notie that these theoretial riteria seleting whih binaries ould give the best on-
straints on dipole radiations are analogous to those dened for testing expliitly the strong
equivalene priniple in the strong eld regime. It has been shown indeed [22℄ that small-
eentriity long-orbital-period binary pulsars are also the best laboratories in whih a
polarized motion (towards the enter of our galaxy) due to the strong equivalene prini-
ple violation an be measured. However, in the light of the suggested alternative between
salar and vetor gravitational interations, any onstraint resulting from suh a diret
analysis of the anomalous motion due to an equivalene priniple violation is in priniple
ambiguous. Indeed, the weakness of the orbital polarization of a binary system (say, pulsar
or Earth-Moon) might be attributed to an aidental anellation between the salar and
vetor perturbations rather than to the smallness of both the salar and vetor harges.
Suh an ambiguity is absent from an indiret analysis of dipole radiations sine, in this ase,
the salar and vetor emission rates simply add. Hene, any bound on dipole radiations
from binary pulsars provides a limit on (v51/c− v52/c)2 and ξ(s1 − s2)2.
5.1 Vetor dipole in binary pulsars
As already notied, we don't know what really determines the vetor harge (v5/c) of
individual stars. However, its origin an be understood as follows. The extra dimensional
momentum of elementary partiles propagating in the ompatied spae is quantized. The
allowed values for this transverse momentum atually dene the masses of the assoiated
Kaluza-Klein exitations in the eetive 4-dimensional theory (q2(4+δ) = q
2
4−m2nc2). Hene,
one might envisage the possibility that suh exitations be trapped into stars through
gravitational aretion, just as WIMP's ought to be. The vetor harge for elestial bodies
would then be dened by the fration of the total mass m due to these Kaluza-Klein
partiles (v5/c =
∑
mKK/m). But a dynamial model is needed in order to estimate suh
a fration in neutron stars.
5.2 Salar dipole in neutron star - white dwarf binaries
The sensitivity (s) of eah body being related to its gravitational binding energy, the
nature of the ompanion star is ruial for salar dipole radiations. In partiular, the
fat that neutron stars have essentially idential sensitivities (sns ≃ 0.2) leaves little hope
for disriminating between general relativity and Brans-Dike with double neutron star
binaries. Let us therefore turn to another lass of binaries.
Neutron star - white dwarf binaries are partiularly interesting systems when searhing
for dipole radiation eets sine a white dwarf is muh less ompat (swd ≃ 10−3) than
a neutron star. Moreover, their orbital eentriity is expeted to be muh smaller if the
observed neutron star is the rst-born star and was reyled by mass transfer from its
14
ompanion [19℄. So, the determination of the orbital period derease rate of a neutron star
- white dwarf binary pulsar might strongly onstrain the salar oupling of gravitation. For
illustration, we fous on the partiular ase of a reently disovered system, PSRJ1141−
6545, whih seems to be promising in terms of relativisti orbital parameter measurements.
Given [19℄ its eentriity (e ≃ 0.17) and periastron angular shift (∆ω ≃ 5.0 10−5 or
ω˙ ≃ 5.3 ◦yr−1), Eq.(52) implies
〈
T˙ ST
T˙RG
〉
|(1141−6545)
≃ 1 + 1.4 103ξ . (56)
An agreement to within 10% with the general relativity predition9 would already give a
onstraint on the eetive salar oupling ξ, of the same order of magnitude as the best
urrent limits given by solar system experiments. A more optimisti preision of 1% would
provide us with the limit
ξ ≤ 10−5 (ω ≥ 105) , (57)
far better than the best urrent ξ ≤ 1.5 10−4 onstraint [7℄ and reahing the preision level
expeted from future satellite experiments dediated to probing salar gravitational ou-
plings. Needless to say that an indiret measurement of dipole radiations would establish
the existene of new gravitational harges.
6 Conlusion
Until now, the observed rates of relativisti orbital deay for binary pulsars are onsistent
with a pure quadrupole emission of gravitational waves, as predited by general relativity.
However, the appearane of dipole radiations is quite generi in eetive models inferred
from quantum theories that unify gravity with the other fundamental interations. In a
salar-tensor theory of gravitation, a natural soure for suh radiations is the sensitivity (s)
assoiated with ompat bodies. We have shown how more preise measurements of the
orbital parameters for peuliar binary pulsars onsisting of a neutron star and a white dwarf
would strongly onstrain the salar gravitational oupling (ξ) of the Brans-Dike model.
Nevertheless, if orbital deay rates ever suggest a non-vanishing anomalous oupling, we
will never be able to disentangle the minimal salar-tensor extension of Einstein's theory
from a Kaluza-inspired vetor-tensor one haraterized by an extra dimensional harge
(v5/c). The following interhange between the hypothetial gravitational harges
√
ξ
s
2
↔ v
5
c
9
The total mass of the system is M ≃ 2.300M⊙. The mass funtion gives the bounds mp . 1.348M⊙
and mc & 0.968M⊙ for the mass of the pulsar (whih atually orresponds to the statistial value for
neutron star masses in known binary pulsars) and of the ompanion respetively. Those gures lead to a
predition for the orbital period derease rate in general relativity of order T˙RG ≃ −3.881 10−13 s/s.
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leads indeed to idential dipole rates. Only a diret detetion of gravitational waves ould
distinguish between longitudinal (salar) and transverse (vetor) polarizations, and would
onsequently x the nature of the new harge involved.
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